
IFS SELF LEADERSHIP MODEL PARTS WORK

We know that we are not one-dimensional, as our minds are multi-facaded. IFS is a relatively new evidence-based 
therapy that allows you to work with the unique 'parts' of your psyche. IFS is also a skills-based method that empowers 
you to build the capacity for Self Leadership with your emotions, beliefs, thoughts, inner dialogue and behaviors.  

www.CreatingYourBalance.com

"When clients listen to all their 'parts,' and access their core Self, 
they can heal their wounded 'parts'."

Richard Schwartz, PhD - Developer of Self Leadership Model, IFS Therapy

IDENTIFYING YOUR MALADAPTIVE PROTECTIVE STRATEGIES (PROTECTOR PARTS)

We all have Maladaptive Protective Strategies - also known as Protector Parts. These parts work in 

extreme ways, although they think they are doing a job well done. Some even believe their role is 

essential to keep us safe and alive. The issue is, they end up causing a lot of roadblocks in life and create 

many of the undesirable behaviors we regret, feel shameful about, and berate ourselves over. 

The #1 concern of protectors is to prevent painful emotions and emotional overwhelm. They've seen it 

happen; examples include: isolating depression, seething anger and excruciating rejection. They also 

have a recorded history of times we reacted to overwhelm in undesirable or even destructive ways.

Many of these protectors have been around since childhood and early adulthood, at times when you 

inevitably did not have the emotional health skills and self-awareness to identify, understand and 

process through emotions in a productive, balanced way. 

Each protector has its own history and list of experiences that result in a set of beliefs and expectations. 

They have a good reason to be cautious and careful. They are trying to prevent re-injury or repeat past 

disappointments and emotional pain. This will be explained in more detail later. 

Over time, these protectors can get stronger, the more they are activated and utilized. Neurons in the 

brain strengthen and grow new synapses when activated by experience (known as neuroplasticity and 

neurogenesis). It is possible that some of your protectors are activated throughout most of day, every 

day. Imagine lifting weights every day, all day long. You would be a mega-muscle, body builder.  

Awareness is key. The first step is to ensure you have a solid foundation of emotional health skills and 

have an understanding of your triggers. The next step is to explore and identify your unique Protector 

Parts. This process is known as Mapping. This Map, will help guide the Self Leadership process.

 We CANNOT GET RID of your Protectors, as they serve a purpose! However, you will learn how to work with your 

Protectors to balance and LEAD them (so they are no longer leading you). We have both Manager Protectors and 

Firefighter Protectors. Managers work diligently and consistently. Firefighters       detect emergencies and quickly 

'extinguish 'fires.' The following provides a few examples (although possibilities are endless) to get started.



Perfectionist - sets impossibly high standards for things and has difficulty saying something is complete

Guilt-tripper - stuck in the past and unable to forgive you for wrongs; uses guilt to control you in insidious ways

Underminer - makes direct attacks on your self-worth so that you will stay small and not take chances

Destroyer - makes pervasive attacks on your worthiness, lovability, and even your right to exist (shame attack)

Molder - tries to get you to fit into a certain mold based on standards held by society, your culture and family

Taskmaster - fears you may be mediocre or lazy and will be judged a failure; can trigger Procrastinator Part 

Inner-controller - berates you and tries to control your impulses to a fault: eating, drinking, sexual activity, etc.

Inner Critics (Shame Protectors): relentless, self-critical, often humorless, self-berating, controlling, and usually 

unpopular with the other parts in your psychological system. You may not even be aware of your Inner Critics as they 

may have such a strong hold on your Inner Dialogue that you believe they are actually who are you are as person.

People-pleaser - guards against disappointing others; feels guilty or uncomfortable asserting needs or boundaries

Caretaker - guards against rejection; fears you aren't valuable to others unless you perform, impress, and care-take 

Placater - guards against another's rage or abandonment, by taking blame/responsibility, or having very few needs

Compliant Protectors: try to ensure you are connected to any extent. Take into account others' needs before your own. 

You may be stuck in these codependency patterns without awareness, nor see how catastrophic it is to your self-worth.

Food-controller - restricts calories or obsesses about certain diets and types of foods to gain a sense of self-control 

Food-indulger - sees food as a reward and may overeat to try to protect you and 'save' you from painful emotions

Food-binger - detects possible emotional overwhelm or painful trigger and uses fullness as 'fire hose' to extinguish

Food-bonder - attempts to fill the human need for human connection, loneliness, and 'connection starvation'  
(eating food has the ability to boost oxytocin the 'love and bonding hormone")

Food Protectors - obsess about food; indulging or restricting as a way of distracting you from noticing exiled feelings 

or as a way to suppress painful feelings when they surface. Food also serves as a quick short-term fix for loneliness.

COMMON PROTECTORS: IDENTIFY WHAT MAY BE POSSIBLE FOR YOU

Worrier - tugs at you with subtle, yet insidious fears and concerns; may cause looping and racing thoughts  

Mind-reader - hypervigilent and tries to convince you to make assumptions about others' thoughts and beliefs

Over-analyzer - over-thinks and goes into overtime-detective mode to avoid feeling fooled or caught off guard

Obsessor - engages in compulsions and repetitive behaviors to find short-term relief from unsettling 'what if's'

Hypochondriac - makes you unduly worry excessively about having serious illnesses despite medical tests 

Alarmer - focuses on possible catastrophes and rings the alarm of PANIC when it detects a perceived threat

Anxious Protectors: want to be sure we don't get hurt, fail or end up terribly surprised. They want to guard you from 

being oblivious or naive. Anxious parts are distrusting and anticipatory with the desire to future-proof. Anxiety ignites 

a physical, alarming feeling, ranging from subtle tugging of worry to full blown panic attacks of impending doom.

NOTE: They tend to collaborate with Inner Critics, especially the Perfectionist and Guilt-tripper, and Intimacy Protectors.

NOTE: Inner Critics trigger or ally with many other types of Protectors in complex ways. It's good to keep this in mind.
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Dismisser - interferes with your ability to notice real danger and be present; decreased ability to hear others' views

Fogger - clouds the mind and roadblocks your ability to be in acceptance of reality and connect with your instincts 

Numbing Part - guards against the painful electric shock of a stressful experience or unresolved past trauma

Procrastinator - rails against overwhelming pressure to complete tasks; known to rebel against other Protectors  

Dissociative Protectors: take you out of time and awareness and into Freeze mode, in order to avoid negative feelings 

or emotions associated with Exiles (wounded parts). They are terrified of emotional overwhelm - typically due to not 

trusting your ability to process emotions in a productive, soothing way. They likely do not trust others' emotions either.

NOTE: Dissociative Protectors may ally with parts that numb the body with overeating. They may also ally with parts 

that self-medicate with drugs or alcohol. We also have a new dimension for dissociation in our computers and phones.

 Limiter - discourages ambition; convinces you that attention or success is unacceptable; worries others will be hurt

Sabotager - blocks you from reaching for goals, achieving desires, and feeling good about accomplishments

Low Profile Protectors: want us to remain safe under the radar. They do not like for you to 'shine' or be seen. They  

warn you that others could be hurt or envious of your success. They discourage ambition and try to keep you 'small.'

Smolder - represses your anger within and it burns slowly with smoke but no flame; may be Passive Aggressive

Interrupter - attempts to derail a conversation that may trigger angry emotions that you are fearful of having 

Disdainer - holds others in cold contempt and blames them, in order to devoid responsibility for your own anger

Resenter - detects unfairness while rendering you powerless because it also has your anger caged in as a prisoner

Exploder - repressing anger only works for so long - eventually it may explode verbally at inopportune times

Stone-waller - guards against emotional overwhelm and lack of conflict resolution skills; may give Silent Treatment

Anger Repression Protectors: think they are needed to protect you from your own anger, because your experiences 

with anger have been bad or even tragic. This is due to lacking the skills necessary to process angry safely. These 

protectors are treated like Kryptonite in the system because anger itself is viewed as a shameful, perpetrator.

NOTE: Anger Repression Protectors attempt to block you from feeling the heat of your anger which is extremely 

maladaptive. Anger is an ESSENTIAL EMOTION that alerts us when we have been violated on some level - intentional or 

not. We need access to feel our anger so we can understand what has been violated! With this information we can be 

empowered to take action to restore safety, balanced boundaries, limits, expectations and more, as needed. Shaming 

and repressing your anger without listening to what safety threat it is trying to alert you of, translates to shaming and 

exiling yourself, while rendering you powerless to accept when you are truly in an unsafe relationship or situation. 

Know-it-All - uses intellectual means to dominate, without regard to others' opinions, comments, or suggestions

Outer Critic - attempts to feel 'powerful' by judging and labeling others as 'less than' (includes racism, sexism, etc.)

Controller - grapples for a sense of safety, predictability and control by trying to get others to be a certain way

Attacker - rails against perceived powerlessness by lashing out to regain a sense of power and control

Power Protectors: rail against the reality that we are powerless over others. Paradoxically, attempting power over 

others, renders us powerless. Yet, these protectors convince us we can take action in certain ways to control others, in 

order to avoid feeling the vulnerability of powerlessness. Our true power is in our own choices, boundaries, and actions.   
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Revenger - plots vindictive schemes to 'get back' your honor, as it thinks your identity/purpose are outside of you

Retaliator - drives you to seek immediate revenge and retaliation in order to feel a sense of purpose and justice

Revenge Protectors: attempt to protect you from feeling humiliated or worthless by forcing you to seek retribution 
and vengeance. Preoccupies your mind with fantasies of ways to even the scoreboard or regain a sense of purpose, 

when you feel mistreated, dishonored, 'de-personalized,' mortified or worthless. Uses sarcasm, humiliation and more.

Grandiosity - promotes a 'perfect persona' to counter deep wounded feelings of being unworthy or rejected

Blame-shifter - denies mistake, lies and attempts to devoid responsibility (ironically rendering you powerless)

Punisher - over-detects failure and punishes others for being imperfect, especially their own children and spouse

Success Protectors: want you to become high-class, rich and/or successful to feel powerful and overcome feelings 
of inferiority or unworthiness. Working towards and achieving success is healthy and certainly something to feel 
accomplished and proud of! However, Success Protectors have their own agenda and are grappling for a sense of 

worthiness and value through the validation and admiration of being better than others.

Avoidant - acts disinterested, disengaged, distant and apathetic - typically subconscious fear of engulfment

Clinger - acts needy, over-shares, and craves constant closeness - while sabotaging real love due to fear of rejection

Overly-provocative - acts overly sexual and superficial in order to protect you from revealing your authentic self

Fantasizer - dreams of a perfect mate and refuses to accept or 'settle' for anything less than perfection 

Door-slammer - takes immediate action to end relationship as it detects pain of possible rejection or engulfment 

Intimacy Protectors: try to guard you from getting hurt, by managing and regulating closeness and vulnerability 
in relationships. They manage to convince us that they can control the uncontrollable by crafting schemes, isolating, 

stone-walling, controlling, clinging, or acting certain ways - through getting and protecting behaviors. 

NOTE: May ally with many other protectors, such as Compliant, Appearance, and Mood Altering Parts (to add a 'layer of 
protection' to douse fears of vulnerability and closeness. These fears can be embedded in attachment styles stemming 
from childhood. With time you can learn to cultivate healthier, connected, safe, trusting, loving relationships.

Image-obsessor - rails against feeling unlovable with false control by incessant self-critique; triggers shopping  

Image Critic - criticizes your looks, invites others to criticize too; ignites short-term protection from core wounds 

Appearance Protectors: keep you focused on how you look to others in an attempt to secure approval, safety, love, 

acceptance, attention and a sense of worthiness. They may criticize your looks, haunt the mirror, nit-pick, and obsess.

Substance-user - talks you into over-drinking, smoking, using drugs to escape emotional pain and inner conflict

Substance-binger - detects possible emotional overwhelm or painful trigger and essentially 'fire hoses' to extin-

Mood-Altering Protectors: encourage you to over-use substances, legal or illegal to 'protect' you from emotional pain 

and inner conflict - especially feelings of shame, regret, unworthiness, emptiness and loneliness. 

Mindful-bypasser - encourages you to 'bypass' reality; disconnect from all thoughts and feelings and dissociate

Distractor - convinces you to think instead of feel, to distract you from yourself, rather than work into acceptance

Mindfulness Protectors: use meditation and other mindful methods incorrectly to abandon emotions or as tool for 

dissociating (see Dissociative Protectors). Avoiding responsibility for your emotions and exiles is maladaptive.

NOTE: Appearance Protectors form allies with Inner Critics and Food Protectors, complicating maladaptive behaviors.

NOTE: Similar to Anger Repression and Power Protectors, yet revenge is the outcome of appraisal by others, whether 
legitimate or not. It's felt when you feel humiliated or powerless over your sense of purpose within the social order.
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PROTECTOR PARTS CAN RESULT IN CHRONIC STRESS AND AN ACTIVATED NERVOUS SYSTEM 
It takes a great deal of internal energy and maladaptive protection to keep exiles out of awareness. Richard Schwartz, PhD. 

The energy Protector Parts require directly involve your nervous system. Protector Parts keep you 'on alert,' requiring  

either hyper-arousal of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) - (FIGHT of FLIGHT) or in more ‘overwhelming’ cases, move 

straight to the exaggerated parasympathetic response of FREEZE. FAWN fits somewhere between the two, with the 

‘fawning’ of Compliant Protectors attempting to forestall danger by appeasing others, in any way possible. 

FIGHT-FLIGHT-FREEZE-FAWN stress response is part of our limbic system (threat vs reward system) that reacts to 

perceived threats (examples include perceived rejection or not being good enough). This is where Protector Parts come 

in to manage perceived threats (Manager Protectors), or immediately react (Firefighter Protectors) to 'protect' us without 

taking time to ponder or provide a risk-assessment of the threat, nor whether it is real or perceived.

CHRONIC STRESS due to  fight-flight-freeze-fawn, can continue for days, months, years and even decades due to 

unawareness. It does not "feel good" when you are in this mode. It is imperative to become mindful of your inner 

dialogue, body sensations, and emotions in order to bring Protective Parts into your CONSCIOUSNESS. Instead of trying 

to control protectors, IFS offers a resolution to underlying problems. IFS allows you to work with your Protective Parts to 

balance them out. We CANNOT GET RID of your Protectors, as you need them and they are part of you. With skills, time 

and practice you may heal Exiles and lead Protectors (so they are no longer leading you) with Self Leadership. 
  

FREEZE

CALM & SAFE
SENSE OF SELF

FIGHTFIGHT
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